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Introduction

Currents in the North Sea, as in all shallow sea areas, vary considerably
in space and time and, to a large extent, are controlled by wind. Superimposed
on this near random motion is a theoretically predictable component of flow,
the Stokes' drift, which is a consequence of the physical properties of a
progressive tidal wave (Longuet-Higgins 1969). Its properties are such that
it cannot be directly measured by moored current meters since the drift is a
property only of the Lagrangian frame of reference. Its magnitude is extremely
small relative to tidal currents but its persistence means that it can, over
a long time interval, transport passive organisms and pollutants over large
distances. Consequently a detailed knowledge of its distribution in the
North Sea is extremely desirable.

This paper is an attempt to examine the limitations imposed on the
measurement of Stokes' drift, and, with these limitations in mind, the
appropriate computations are described using data from two current meter
moorings lo~ated in the central northern North Sea.

Background

At least two attempts have been reported recently which describe
field experiments designed +'0 me'lsure Stokes' drift. Dooley (1974) made
estimates by comparing plots of parachute drogue trajectories with progressive
vector diagrams obtained from current meter data. Ramster and Durance (1973)
m~de use of the relation

U = J: udt 2.!! (1)
5 . ox

e (where Us
u
x

is Stokes' velocity
is tidal current
is a horizontal dimension and t is time)

tu obtain estimates of Stokes' drift. This required the deployment of a
t~angular array of current meter moorings in order to assess the field
gradients of the tidal current (~. Both these e~forts failed in their
objective however because of the ~isturbing effect of spatial variability of
tidal current. This disturbing influence is obvious in areas of strong tidal
streams and complex bottom topography, since here parachute drogue displace
ments are dominated by 'residual' flows that are a consequence of rectificatic~

in a 'noisy' tidal current. Cons equently such data merely provide
information on the mesoscale field of turbulence. Realistic estimates of
Stokes' drift could only be obtained by comparing an ensemble average of a
large number of drogue and current meter records over an area large than the
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dimensions of the turbulence. These mesosoale variations in tidal stream
characteristics also invalidate the application of e quation ( 1) since in such
instanees the time average of spatial gradients has no physieal meaning.
One facet of this effect ean be demonstrated by varying the spatial distribu~on

of tidal eurrent amplitude. In Fig 1 a tidal current amplitude of 50 cm s-
is eonsidered from which a Stokes I drift of 0.45 cm s-1 towards the south is
obtained when a wave number typical of the northern North Sea is chosen and
the current amplitude is uniform1y distributed. With increasing inhomogeneity
the estimates rapidly beeome distorted, especially when the data are integrated
over time intervals as long as one hour. Another complication arises if the
tidal current ellipse varies its rotating sense as was evident in the data
considered by Ramster and Durance (1973). Here clockwise and anti-clocb\~se
rotating ellipses were obtained from adjacent corners of their triangle of
moorings • This sort of inhomogeneity invalidates the application of
equation (1) sinee the 1800 phase differenee in the east cempenents ef the
tidal eurrent is interpreted as a very slowly propagating wave towards the
west whieh is of course not so. Consequently a very aignificant west going
Stokes' drift results which completely dominates the true component of
Stokes' drift.

Clearly, reliable estimation of Stokes' drift is dependent primarily
on a homogeneous distribution of tidal eurrent. This demanus that current meter
records must first be examined for the quality of their harmonie eonstituents ~
and onee the above eondition has been verified, Stokes' drift ean be reliably
estimated. This paper deseribes how these ealeulations were earried out
using data from two eurrent meter moerings located in the eentral northern
North Sea during the 40 day period 14 April - 28 May 1973. Eaeh mooring
eonsisted of two current meters loeated at a~proximat~ly ci0 m below the surface
and above the bottom. One ef the moorings ~N) at 58 N 1 E was in water of
150 m depth; the other (S) at 57°30'N 10 E was in water of 100 m depth.
Obviously i t is possible to derive only the N-8 component of Stokes' drift
from such data but the loss of directional information should not be too great
sinee the propagation of the tidal wave in this part of the northern North Sea
is predominantly s outherly.

Computation cf Stokes' drift

The first stage in the analysis of Stokes' drift was to examine the
eharücteristies Of the tidal eurrents in the area under consideration. This
involved eomputing harmonie constituents from the appropriate eurrent meter
reeords, the results of which are tabulated in Table 1 for the three principal
eonstituents M2, S2 and 01, All of the other eonstituents are insignifieantlY~

small because of tfie weak tidal streams present here and were ignored il.
subsequent analysis. The eurrent ellipses produced partly from the information
in Table 1 are displayed in Fig 2 for the M eonstituent only. They are
almost 'flat' with their major axes orienta~ed within a few degrees Of south.
Consequently as previously noted the sOutherly eomponent of Stokes' drift will
give a fair indieation of the total Stokes' drift in this area. Unfortunately
tidal streams are not quite homogeneous sinee, near the surfaee at S, a rather
broad counter-clockwise rotating ellipse of larger amplitude is present. This
inhomogeneity is most probably due to the influenee of the thermoeline
loeated near the depth of this current meter and for the reasons outlined
above this record had to be omitted from the computations. T:ie values of
the tidal eonsti tuents chosen for this analysis are shoWn at the bottom of
Table 1.

The magnitude of the southerly eomponent of Stokes ,. drift averaged over a
tidal period of 25 hours is, as expected, very small, (Fig 3). Values range
from 0.08 cm s-1 at the time of neap tides to 0.18 cm s-1 at springs. In both
cases the eomponents are towards the south. The southerly displacement of a
water particle due to this is 2.3 NM's over 40 days: the very low magnitude
of this drift epitomises the difficulties of its identification from field
measurements. The importanee of its contribution to the circulation of the
area is however dependent on the distribution and magnitude of the Eulerian
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residual currents produced by averaging current meter data over a tidal cycle
and these are discussed in the next section.

D9scription of Eulerian residual currents

Residual eurrents in this area of the northern North Sea are typically
large in eomparison to other areas (Dooley (1974» and these new data demonstratc
this. Virtual water displaeements' of the order of 80NM' s over the period of
40 days were observed on this oecasion but there was considerable variability
in spaee and time (Fig 4). The magnitude of the residual now deereased with
depth at N and somewhat unusually increased with depth at' S. In general, the
direetion of residual drift was similar at eaeh position and typically towards
030oT. Apart from these records other measurements were made in the area at
this time but were not of suffieient length to make·a satisfaeto~ analysis
of the tidal stream constituents. They are mentioned here however beeause
they provide additional information on the rather complex distribution of
residual currentin this area. Fifteen days' of current measurements at the
beginning of the period under investigation mid-way between N and'S (the site
of BP's Forties tield production platform) indicate a eurrent of similar
direetion but of almost double the speed. Other meaSUrements to the south
of :7°30'N indieate lower residual veloeities than those oecurring near the
surface at S. These eharaeteristics of horizontal and vertical distribution
of eurrent indicate that loeations N and S are straddling an area of generally
eastward flow of water which apparently originates from Fair Isle (Dooley
(in press». The significant northward eomponent of flow is possibly a
eonsequenee of the proximity of Ling Bank a few miles to the East.

The Eulerian rElsidual flows are cJ.early much larger than Stakes' drif't which
contributes to less than ~ of the total flow near the bottom at N but as
much as 10% near the surfaee at S. In spite of this, Stokes' drift may play
an important part in the distribution of organisms in this area sinee i t provides
a meehanism for their transport into and out of the easterly going eurrent.
Similarly it may influenee the dynamics of the flow sinee, in the frame of
referenee of the eurrent, mass ean be transported from one side to the other
(i.e. from high to low density) within the time it takes to cross the North Sea~
Consequently Stokes' drift can playas important a role in areas of strong
residual currents and high spatial variability as in areas of very small
(Eulerian) residual eurrent where it is the dominant component of flow.

Diseussion

Clearly the aeeurate eomputation of Stokes' drift from field measurements
i8 fraught with difficulties. The distribution in the North Sea of t. e two
parameters ne~essary for its eomputation, the current amplitude and phase
velocity of the tidal wave, are however weIl doeumented in the literature (e. g.
Defant (1961» and are eonsistent with the harmonie constituents presented here
If this agreement is valid for other arE..as of the North Sea it is possible to
deduee Stokes' drift components, such as those of Figö 5 whieh is the distributi.or..
of the southerly eomponent of Stokes' drift between 1 E and the Seottish eoast,
based on predietions of the M2 tidal wave. The increase in drift near the
eoast is a consequence of the inereased tidal amplitude that has been partly
offset by the higher phase veloeity of the tidal wave. Even near the coast
however it is probably expeeting too mueh of field data to attempt to extraet
eurrent8 of only 0.5 em s-1 from records eonsisting of 'noisy' tidal streams g

If the available data are of short duration the problem is analogous to
attempting to eompute harmonie eonstants fram short data runSe

Aeeording to ealeulations based on Fig 5 the southe~ly eomfonent of
volume transport between 10E and the eoast is, 0.04 x 106 m3 8-; it is
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similar in magnitude to the outflow from the BaItic and also to the inflow from
the English Channel to the North Sea. In a year, displacements due to Stokes'
drift range from 20 NM's in the central North Sea to over 100 NMt s near the
east coast of Scotland. This latter figure represents a large fraction of the
linear dimension of the North Sea.

Even though these displacements are large over very long time seales the
verifieation of their existence from short tenn experiments may prove to be
diff'icult since their magnitude (maximum 0.3 NM's per day) appears to be too
small to separate from small seale spatial variability which in itself need not
necessarily contribute to residual water movements when extended to a larger
sp~oe scale. Further difficulties arise from the fact that over shor~ periods
of time (- 2 weeks) Stokes' drift can vary by as muoh as 100% due to spring 
neap fluctuations and allowance must be made for this in any future.verification.
Even after taking all these factors into account direct measurement of StOkes'
drift qy local methods such as comparisons between parachute drogue trajectori~

and current ,meter v~rtual displacements is further complicated since the former
measurements are made at a fixed distance below the sea surface whilst current
meter measurements are usually made at a fixed distance above the sea bottom.
It may be that the only satisfactory field verification of Stokes' drift will·
be b:; examining distributions of labelIed tracers over long periods and comparing
these distributions with current meter predictions, subject to the restrictions
outlined here.
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Fig. 1 Computational distortion of Stokes' velocity due
to inhomogeneous tidal stre~s. .
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Fig. 2 Current ellipses for M2 conatituents at positions
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Fig. 3 Southerly component of stokes velocity fro!11
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Fig. 5 Predicted distributioA oi'Stokes velocity batween
1°E and 2°W (ScottiSh coast).


